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Findings:

I find that Myassar Ayoub died on 18 July 2012 Cape Banks, La
Perouse, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death was drowning
after being swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Donald White died on 1 November 2012 off the North
Curl Curl rock platform, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death
was immersion in a person with coronary atherosclerosis and
cardiac amyloidosis. At the time of his death he was engaged in
rock fishing, how he came to be in the water was not witnessed
and is therefore not known.
I find that Zheng Wang died on 11 November 2012 at Little Bay,
Malabar, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death was drowning
after being swept into the water while he was engaged in rock
fishing.
I find that Sung Su Cho died on 23 December 2013 at, Mermaid’s
Inlet, Currarong, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death was
drowning after falling 4-5 meters from a rock ledge into the sea
while he was engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Greg Walter Reardon died between 2-3 January 2014 at
Turners Beach, Yamba, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death
was drowning while he was engaged in rock fishing. How he came
to be in the water was not witnessed and is therefore not known.
I find that Huiqing Hua died on 25 April 2014 at Wybung Heads,
Lake Munmorah State Conservation Area, NSW. I am satisfied the
cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in attempting
to save a friend who had been swept into the water while engaged
in rock fishing.
I find that Ding Ding Zhang died on 25 April 2014 at Wybung
Head, Lake Munmorah State Conservation Area, NSW. I am
satisfied the cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in
attempting to save a friend who had been swept into the water
while engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Young Kim died on 23 August 2014 off the rock
platform at North Curl Curl, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of
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death was drowning while he was engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Jesse Howes died on 1 February 2015 at Snapper Point,
Frazer Park, Munmorah State Conservation Area. I am satisfied
that the cause of death was head injury and drowning after being
swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing.
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IN THE STATE CORONER’S COURT
GLEBE
SECTION 81 CORONERS ACT 2009

REASONS FOR DECISION
Introduction
1.

This is an inquest into 9 deaths which have occurred in NSW between 1 November 2012 and
1 February 2015. Each of the deaths arose during the activity of rock fishing on the NSW
coastline.

2.

The role of a Coroner as set out in section 81 of the Coroners Act 2009 (the Act) is to make
findings as to the identity of the deceased and the date and place of the person’s death. A
coroner must also identify the physical or medical cause of the death and the circumstances
surrounding the death.

3.

Section 82 of the Act provides for a Coroner to make recommendations that are considered
necessary or desirable in relation to any matter connected with the death that relates to issues
of public health and safety.

4.

In May 2011 my colleague Magistrate MacMahon conducted an Inquest into a number of
rock fishing deaths that occurred in the Bondi area between 2009 and 2011. He
recommended that the Minister for Industry and Investment should undertake research to
identify demographic groups most at risk of rock fishing related fatalities and identify the
effectiveness of educational, enforcement and engineering safety methods used to prevent
the fatalities. He further recommended that the results of the research be used to develop a
rock fishing safety program for NSW.

5.

In June 2011 my colleague Magistrate Buscombe conducted an Inquest in Newcastle Local
Court into twelve deaths of rock fishermen. He endorsed the recommendations of Magistrate
MacMahon and further recommended that the Department of Primary Industries consider
expediting the erection of warning signs and provision of angel rings, consider whether the
level of funding for education campaigns is sufficient and consider whether or not it should
be compulsory for a rock fisherman to have a flotation device.

6.

Since 2012 a further 35 people have died whilst rock fishing in NSW.

7.

The emotional and social cost of these deaths to family, friends and the community is
enormous.

8.

Detective Superintendent M Hutchings, Commander of the Marine Area Command which is
responsible for the coordination of the searches and body recovery in rock fishing accidents,
described the rescue operations as dangerous, resource intensive and normally undertaken in
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treacherous conditions.1 In 2011 he stated that each death costs an average of $450,000$600,000 per incident to the community.2
9.

The primary purpose of this Inquest is to ascertain what more might be done to make this
activity safer for rock fisherman and to prevent the fatalities from continuing.

10.

Firstly. I will set out what measures are currently in place and have been put in place as a
result of the two inquests in 2011, and then I will summarize the circumstances surrounding
each of the nine deaths with a particular view as to how those safety measures played a role.
Finally I will consider other options that may be available and whether more can be done to
prevent the deaths from continuing.

What measures are in place to prevent rock fishing deaths?
The Safer Coastal Waters Sub-Committee
11.

In December 2011 The Safer Coastal Waters Sub-Committee inaugural meeting took place.

12.

The Sub-Committee was established to develop the Government’s response to the
recommendations made by Magistrate MacMahon and Magistrate Buscombe in the two
inquests into deaths of rock fisherman in 2011.

13.

The Sub-Committee is made up of; the Department of Primary Industries (DPI), the
Australian National Sport Fishing Association (ANSA), the Recreational Fishing Alliance
NSW (RFA), NSW Maritime and the Surf Life Saving NSW (SLS NSW).

14.

The formation of this committee was the first attempt to co-ordinate education and
awareness of rock fishing related issues in NSW. All of the agencies agreed upon the
following set of rock fishing safety messages:
• Make enquiries and check conditions before you leave home
• Observe first/fish later: watch your intended fishing spot to get an idea of the
conditions over a full swell/wave cycle
• Make sure you let family and friends know where you are going and when you will
be back
• Wear light clothing
• Wear appropriate footwear, with non-slip souls or cleats

1
2

Statement Detective Superintendent M Hutchings Vol 7 Tab150 p 9
Ministerial briefing: Rock fishing Safety 5 May 2011
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• Carry safety gear; head protection, as well as a float and line to help anyone else
who might be washed into the water
• Never fish in exposed areas during rough or large seas and be aware that conditions
may change dramatically in a short period of time
• Stay alert. Do not ever turn your back on the sea: if waves, the weather or swell
threaten your fishing spot then leave immediately
• Always wear a life-jacket
15.

These safety messages formed part of the NSW Water Safety Strategy for 2013-2015. They
are promoted across water safety websites.

16.

The Sub-Committee also collects rock fishing accident data. This data is important for land
managers and other stakeholders to use to prepare risk management plans.

Bureau of Meteorology
17.

The Bureau of Meteorology, with input from RFA and DPI, has a dedicated rock fishing
weather warning page with information in English, Chinese, Vietnamese and Korean.3

18.

It also has hazardous surf alert systems. Once predetermined thresholds are met, the Bureau
of Meteorology notifies SLS NSW. Where a swell is identified as imminent, usually within
12-24 hours, SLS NSW releases this document to other emergency service partners, SLS
NSW clubs and a media release is sent out.4

19.

The development of similar rock fishing alerts is continuing.

20.

The Bureau also has a Meteye interactive weather service which provides weather data at
more specific locations. This service is the subject of ongoing development5 Further
initiatives, including increased use of offshore wave buoys to access information about swell
at particular locations are also being developed.6 This research is likely to enable
considerable additional information for alerts. There is potential for the alerts to include
SMS messages, emails, Facebook messages, twitter and interactive signage.

3
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Local councils and other land managers
21.

The manager of Aquatic Services at Randwick City Council states that 27% of all rock
fishing deaths in NSW in 2011 occurred in the Randwick City Council’s area.7 He said that
49% of all of the drowning deaths that occurred in the Randwick City Council area between
1 July 2004 and 15 January 2013 were due to rock fishing. After the death of Zheng Wang
on 11 November 2012, the Randwick City Council adopted various initiatives to seek to
reduce the risks associated with rock fishing.

22.

One of the initiatives involved surveying rock fishers at well-known rock fishing sites,
including sites where fatalities had previously been recorded.8 21% of those interviewed
were on their first rock fishing trip, and 15% could either only swim and float for over one
minute in swimming pool conditions or could not swim at all. 91% of those interviewed did
not know any first aid. 67% recalled seeing a message relating to rock fishing safety in the
past 12 months. Despite this, it appeared that the risks associated with rock fishing were not
well recognised by the survey cohort. 49% of interviewees never wore a life-jacket whilst
fishing, 21% regularly fished alone, 22% did not always carry a mobile phone whilst fishing,
and 37% did not always wear non-slip shoes or cleats. 55% indicated that life-jackets should
be mandatory for rock fishing. The Council concluded that rock fishermen do not
deliberately put themselves in danger but either overestimate their abilities or underestimate
the dangers.

23.

The survey participants were also asked about the effect of “shock signage” which show the
number of deaths in a particular location. 75% of rock fishers shown such signage said that
they thought this would be likely or extremely likely to reduce the rate of rock fishing
accidents and 70% said that it would influence their behaviour whilst fishing.+

24.

The Randwick City Council includes information in relation to rock fishing on its website.
This information identifies that rock fishing is dangerous, that the Randwick City Council
coastline is one of the most dangerous rock fishing areas within Australia, that many deaths
have been recorded within Randwick over the past few years, and states “No matter what
your skill level or experience we implore you to always wear a life-jacket whilst rock
fishing”.9 There is also a link to rock fishing resources including to weather and safety
information and an ability to subscribe to the RFA email alerts and the Roads and Maritime
Authority weather email alerts. The site also indicates the current wave height, and includes
a range of safety tips.

25.

The council also has 13 angel rings in a number of locations, which are maintained and
checked by ANSA and the Recreational Fishing Saltwater Trust Fund.10

26.

The suggestions from participants in the survey as to how to improve safety for rock fishing
included more angel rings and other safety equipment, more safety reminder signs including
in different languages posted near fishing spots and at tackle shops, education and rock
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fishing schools for novices, improving safe access to rock fishing spots, more helicopter
patrols, a licensing requirement that requires proof of swimming ability and mandatory
safety equipment including life-jackets.
27.

The Randwick City Council strongly supports the mandatory wearing of life-jackets by rock
fishers.11 There have been six rock fishing fatalities in the Randwick City Council area
between September 2011 and September 2013 and the Council notes that none of those that
died were wearing life-jackets.12.

28.

Warringah Council is responsible as the land manager at North Curl Curl where Mr White
and Mr Kim died. Mr Rose of Warringah Council confirmed that this rock platform is a
place which is regularly used for rock fishing.13 He says the Council life savers do not have a
line of sight to the rock platform, and that the life-savers rarely know how many people
access the platform. He says the lifesavers are not on duty during the winter months and only
during daylight hours in summer. He said that the primary concern of the Council is the
beaches and rockpools.

29.

He says that there is signage at the headland warning of the dangers for rock fishers, and an
angel ring at the rock fishing platform. He confirms these were in place before the two
deaths which are the subject of this Inquest.

30.

Warringah Council does not have any dedicated rock fishing information on its website, but
refers enquiries about rock fishing to DPI. Mr Rose gives talks to local primary schools and
at these talks hands out information from DPI about rock fishing.

31.

He supports the introduction of mandatory life-jackets for those engaged in rock fishing

32.

The Shoalhaven City Council is the land manager responsible for the area where Sung Su
Cho died at Currarong. This Council manages 165 km of NSW coastline. The Council’s
highest priority for risk management that relates to rock fishermen along this coastline is
signage. There are also 6 areas where angel rings have been installed by ANSA. Ms Lowe,
the Section Manager - Environmental Services, Shoalhaven City Council says because of the
length of the coastline the Council cannot take on the safety of the rock fishermen on its
own. The Council strongly supports the introduction of mandatory life-jackets as the best
measure to prevent deaths of rock fisherman. It is of the view that it would be a great
improvement to the safety of the fishermen in remote parts of the coastline. Some of the rock
fishing spots are a two hour trip to walk in and out.

33.

National Parks and Wildlife Services (NPWS) are the responsible land manager at a number
of rock fishing locations including the Munmorah State Conservation Area where Huiquing
Hua, Ding Ding Zhang and Jesse Howes died, and Kamay Botany Bay National Park, La
Perouse where Myassar Ayoub died.
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34.

NPWS focuses on managing exposure to the hazards of rock fishing by erecting warning
signs, providing information about the dangers of rock fishing on its website and in its
offices and supporting the installation of angel rings by ANSA in appropriate sites.14
35.

In relation to Munmorah, the NPWS has a Risk Treatment Plan for rock fishing. This is
subject to six monthly reviews.15 The risk mitigation measures at Munmorah comprise;
brochures including the dangers of rock fishing and a RFA video being available at the
NPWS office at Munmorah, angel ring stands which are checked at service rounds at least
twice a week, signs at the car parks including advice to wear appropriate footwear and
advice to wear life-jackets. Munmorah is now one of the most heavily signed rock fishing
areas in NSW.16

36.

RFA has also provided a box of inflatable life-jackets for rangers to hand out to rock fishers
in the area when conditions are poor and they have no safety gear.17

37.

NPWS are concerned that the signage and information alone does not appear to be effective
in stemming the numbers of rock fishing fatalities and support the introduction of mandatory
life-jackets.

Fishing associations
38.

RFA and ANSA have been at the forefront of rock fishing safety for more than two decades.
They have been involved in the initiative of the installation and maintenance of angel rings
at key locations, with ANSA installing more than 110 life buoys at popular rock fishing
locations along the NSW Coast.18 RFA has been involved in a “Don’t put your life on the
line campaign” since 2006 which involves distribution of resource kits through various
media. They also provide valuable information, education, and alerts on their website on an
opt in basis for rock fishers. They have also been involved in face to face information
sessions, including engaging anglers on rock fishing platforms, and attending high profile
events.19 They have some valuable suggestions as to measures which could be implemented
including alert systems, coastal live feed camera networks, increased and changeable
signage, use of signage at car parks and track entrances etc, and the design of improved
equipment.

39.

ANSA identifies education as being a critical area for improvement, including education in
relation to the ability to locate and interpret weather forecasts, the ability to predict what a
fishing spot will be like before the angler leaves home, the angler’s ability to read the
conditions once at a fishing spot, choice of appropriate clothing and footwear and
appreciation of one’s own swimming ability. In their view, life-jackets are only a small
percentage of the equation that anglers need to address on the rocks.
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40.

ANSA expresses concern at making a boating standard life-jacket mandatory for rock
fishers. It expresses concern that life-jackets with different levels of flotation all have
problems in the context of rock fishing, in particular, given that there may be an impact zone
near the rocks, thus requiring first that the rock fisher safely gets out of the impact zone, and
then that the rock fisher is able to remain afloat.

41.

Both RFA and ANSA concede that there are not aware of any incidents where a person was
made less safe by wearing an Australian Standard life-jacket. Mr Poole the RFA safety
project officer states he wears a life-jacket and he displays them at his education programs.
Both RFA and ANSA support mandatory life-jackets as long as the jackets are appropriate
for rock fisherman.

Surf Life Saving Australia
42.

In 2012 a research review of rock fishing in NSW was conducted by a Transport and Road
Safety Research team20 for Surf Life Saving Australia (SLS Aust).

43.

The research review recommended that signage be improved and meaningful for different
cultural and linguistic diversity groups, that there should be a weather risk rating system
applicable to rock fishing, i.e. extreme, severe, very high, high, low-moderate risk, that there
should be a risk rating system for rock fishing sites, and that portable flotation devices be
made mandatory at black spot rock fishing sites and at high risk rated locations.21

44.

In March 2013, Mr Anthony Bradstreet, the Coastal Risk and Safety Manager at SLS Aust
prepared a report Research Review of Rock Fishing Safety in New South Wales.22 He
reported in 2013, despite all efforts, that there had not been any reduction in the annual rock
fishing drowning rates over the previous two years, and that the average number of rock
fishing related fatalities in NSW was between 7.89 and 8.22.23

45.

Mr Bradstreet recommended continuing research into enhancing early warning for periods of
heightened risk, continuing work on risk assessment of NSW coastlines, further education
and communication strategies. He recommends the mandatory wearing of life-jackets,
including by rescue workers at rock fishing incidents.

46.

He states that the concern by RFA and ANSA as to the inappropriateness of life-jackets as
currently designed do not apply to level 50 Australian Standards compliant life-jackets. He
states that manufacturers are working with angling groups as regards optimum designs. He
says that anglers can choose for themselves what life-jacket is most suitable according to
their own competencies but that the benefits of buoyancy far outweigh any potential
secondary risks.24
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47.

In Mr Bradstreet’s report, a matrix of risk assessment known as Haddon’s matrix, is applied
to rock fishing.25 This identifies three stages of risk minimisation, primary meaning preevent, i.e. preventing the angler from entering the water, secondary meaning the event itself,
i.e. once the angler has entered the water, and tertiary meaning post event, i.e. once the
angler requires assistance if injured.

48.

Education, signage and warning systems, along with anchor points and non-slip footwear are
key at the primary stage. Education, swimming skill, appropriate clothing and life-jacket use
are key at the secondary stage. At the tertiary stage, education, rescue techniques, life-jacket
use and other flotation device availability, and emergency markers and access for emergency
services are all key. This matrix provides a useful way of looking at the issues arising in this
inquest.

49.

As regards the role of life-jackets, Mr Bradstreet in his report highlights the paucity of
deaths where victims have been wearing life-jackets. Between 1992 and 2000, there were 74
rock fishing related drownings but no victims were wearing a life-jacket. Between 2000 and
2010, only one victim was wearing a fishing vest with flotation although this was not
described as either a life-jacket or portable flotation device.26 In the current inquest one of
the nine (Mr Young Kim) was wearing a life-jacket, and the evidence suggests that he may
well have been rendered unconscious by reason of impact to his head, minimising the effect
of the life-jacket. He also refers to evidence to support the use of portable flotation devices
to improve the ability of rescue authorities to recover a person, whether alive or dead.27

50.

Mr Bradstreet concludes that the opposition to mandatory life-jackets for rock fishers is in
part based upon concern about restriction of movement, cost, and lack of support amongst
rock fishers.28 One of the key action items is that there be a working group established to
identify and develop practical rock fishing life-jackets to improve voluntary wearing
compliance.29 He does not support making life-jackets mandatory in only limited locations
or periods on the basis that this may lead to confusion and minimise efficacy.30

51.

Mr Bradstreet notes that despite SLS investing resources and energy into education and
awareness campaigns surrounding life-jacket use they have not seen a significant increase in
the number of rock fishers utilising life saving devices. This informs their recommendation
for mandatory life-jackets.

52.

SLS NSW is also involved in the dangerous surf warning initiative, and in investing in
research and development of an emergency response beacon to facilitate better warning
systems and enable a fast rescue response. At Munmorah, they are going to trial the
emergency response beacon at Snapper Point, and this will enable an alarm to be raised,
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monitoring through CCTV and also broadcast of audible warnings to people fishing at the
location.31
53.

SLS NSW is also undertaking a state wide project, Project Blueprint, to conduct a coastal
public safety risk assessment for every beach and rock platform in NSW. Following this
consideration will be given to appropriate signage and appropriate public rescue equipment.

Summary of the circumstances surrounding each of the deaths in this Inquest
Mr Myassar Ayoub
54.

Mr Ayoub died at Cape Banks, Botany Bay National Park, La Perouse on 18 July 2012 when
he was rock fishing with his brother. He was born in Iraq and was 25 years old at the time of
his death and is survived by his wife and two brothers.

55.

Mr Ayoub went rock fishing regularly.

56.

He was wearing long fluoro green pants and special rock fishing shoes that assisted with grip
on the rocks.

57.

The weather was described as fine and clear with a light westerly wind about 18 degrees.
The sea conditions were calm with a rising swell and the occasional large group of swells
hitting the coastline at larger intervals of approximately 9 minutes. The white water was
restricted to a short distance from the rocks.

58.

The pair fished on a low rocky ledge for 30 minutes before Mr Ayoub stepped down to a
lower rock ledge. This ledge was almost at sea level and was low enough for waves to wash
over covering most of Mr Ayoub’s legs. Mr Ayoub was only on the ledge for about one
minute and his brother advised him to return to a higher point. Mr Ayoub began winding in
his fishing line and turned to step back up the rock ledge when a wave washed onto the
lower rock ledge causing him to fall. He tried to grab hold of the rock but his hands slipped.
He was washed off the ledge. Mr Ayoub tried to swim back to the rock ledge but couldn’t
because the waves continued to roll into the rocks and then wash back around him.

59.

His brother had no reception on his phone so ran and called out for help to two gentlemen
who were up on the nearby golf course. One of them threw Mr Ayoub’s brother a safety
buoy from the top of the higher cliff area. The buoy was attached to a Cape Banks Aquatic
reserve sign. Upon running back to where his brother had been washed off, he could no
longer see Mr Ayoub. One of the men on the golf course contacted ‘000’; and Police and the
Westpac Rescue Helicopter, quickly arrived on the scene. Officer Hair said that he could see
the body for short periods of time near the rocks, but that it would then disappear from view.
It was too dangerous for the police to enter the water from the rocks given the force of the
waves.

60.

Mr Ayoub’s body was recovered by a diver from the helicopter rescue crew shortly after
11am and CPR was commenced. NSW Ambulance officers met the helicopter crew at the
air base and assisted. A NSW Ambulance Helicopter had also arrived. A Doctor pronounced

31

Volume 7, tab 145, page 2112.
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Mr Ayoub life extinct at 11:20am. An autopsy determined his cause of death was
drowning32.
61.

The officer in charge of the investigation noted that on examination of the area there was
little or no signage of the dangers of rock fishing, and that the area is known to be popular
with rock fishermen.33

62.

The area where Mr Ayoub was fishing is within the area of the Randwick Council but
responsibility for the particular location is under the care of the National Parks and Wildlife
Service (NPWS).

63.

Mr Ayoub’s brother gave moving evidence in this Inquest. Not a day goes by that he doesn’t
think about this incident. He told this court that he used to always go rock fishing but he
hasn’t been since his brother died. He said that now when he thinks about rock fishing
without a life-jacket he equates it to driving without wearing a seatbelt. He said his brother
was only a couple of meters out to sea but the waves took him and he couldn’t stay afloat
long enough for help to arrive.

Mr Donald White

64.

Mr White died while he was rock fishing off the rock ledge at North Curl Curl on 1
November 2012. He was 71 years old at the time of his death and is survived by his son and
two daughters

65.

Mr White was fishing on his own and was wearing a high visibility rain jacket and shoes
with metal cleats. There were no dangerous weather warnings for that day.

66.

His family reported that he was a very experienced and cautious rock fisher, and that he had
been going to that same spot to fish for over 40 years.

67.

At about 8:10 am Mr Jun, a rock fisher who was fishing approximately 50 meters south of
Mr White’s position, heard a male yelling for help and saw that Mr White was no longer on
the rock platform. He ran and saw Mr White in the water struggling to keep his head above
the water line.

68.

Mr Jun called for help to three gentleman, Michael Power, Alex Bellissimo and Don
Atkinson, who were in the process of making an updated safety video about rock fishing and
were filming about 80 metres south of Mr White’s position.

69.

Mr Power ran to where Mr White was in the water and saw him floating face down. Mr
Power dived into the water and swam to Mr White. Mr Bellissimo threw him a life buoy
which had been attached to the side of the rock cliffs. Mr Power managed to manoeuvre Mr
White into the life buoy, and attempted to give him CPR.

70.

Mr Bellissimo contacted ‘000’ and advised emergency services of the situation.

71.

At the time of the incident, there were no Council life guard crews on duty at North Curl
Curl Surf Life Saving Club (SLSC). Senior Constable Clinton Harwood, obtained a
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paddleboard from the SLSC and paddled out to Mr White and Mr Power. At that time Mr
White was showing no signs of life and it took the two men almost 40 minutes to paddle Mr
White back to shore. Mr Power had been with Mr White in the water for close on an hour
(he was wearing a life-jacket). Ambulance officers confirmed Mr White was deceased and a
later autopsy determined that the cause of death was immersion, in a person with coronary
atherosclerosis and cardiac amyloidosis. The forensic pathologist concluded that it was
likely that a combination of heart disease and inhalation of water resulted in the death.34
72.

Mr Power gave evidence at this Inquest that he always wears a life-jacket when he is rock
fishing. It was fortunate for Mr White on this occasion at it placed Mr Power in a position to
be able to offer his courageous and kind assistance in this lengthy rescue.

Mr Zheng Wang

73.

Mr Wang died on 11 November 2012 at Little Bay, Malabar while he was rock fishing with
his two friends. He was 39 years old at the time of his death, and is survived by his wife and
two young children and his mother and father.

74.

At about 6:30am on Sunday 11 November 2012, Mr Wang attended Little Bay, Malabar
with two friends, Wei Zhang and Bo Hu. They walked to the flat rocks on the north side, an
area which is known to be particularly hazardous due to the strong swell and lack of escape
route. The spot they were fishing was about five meters from the rocks edge. They fished for
about 1.5 to 2 hours with no incident.

75. At around 9:10am the three men saw a large wave approaching. They grabbed hold of each
other. The wave crashed into the group and knocked the three men down. They were all
dragged into the bay. Mr Hu, who was the only one wearing a life-jacket, was able to make
it back onto the rocks. Mr Hu said that the life-jacket took him to the surface of the water,
and that he then could climb onto the rocks and reached a fishing rod to drag Mr Zhang onto
the rocks. They saw Mr Wang struggling in the water about 5 metres from them. They
attempted to assist Mr Wang by throwing a bucket and life-jacket attached to rope and to
reach the rod towards him. These attempts were unsuccessful and Mr Wang was seen to
swallow a lot of water and after a while to roll onto his stomach in the water. It was
estimated that he was face down in the water for about five minutes. Neither of the men
entered the water because they were both incompetent swimmers, although once Mr Zhang
could reach Mr Wang he jumped in and pulled him onto the rocks. When the paramedics
arrived on the scene, Mr Wang displayed no signs of life and an autopsy determined that the
cause of death was drowning.35
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76.

Mr Zhang gave evidence at this Inquest. He said that he has been rock fishing more than
fifty times. He was not aware there was available information about the dangers of rock
fishing. He said the weather was calm and that the wave that swept them was unexpected. He
said that since this incident he always wears a life-jacket.

Sung Su Cho

77.

Sung Su Cho died while he was rock fishing on 23 December 2013 at, Mermaid’s Inlet,
Currarong. He was 28 years old at the time of his death.

78.

Mr Cho was fishing with his friends Hernan Hong, Hayden Luo and Oliver Jia Wang.

79.

The group arrived at Mermaid’s Inlet well after dark and set up their gear near some rock
caves and observed the water for a while. Mr Hong says that the waves were crashing on the
rocks at some locations, and that they chose a spot to fish where the waves were not crashing
as much. The visibility was poor as it was overcast and there was not much light from the
moon.

80.

At around 2 am Mr Cho and Mr Hong went to the water’s edge to retrieve water to fill a
small live bait pool. They were using a 20-25 litre bucket attached to a length of rope to
retrieve water from the ocean which was 4-5 meters below. They did this about four times,
holding onto each other to prevent falling into the water. On the fifth time, the unexpected
weight of the bucket pulled Mr Hong forward and off balance, and Mr Cho fell into the
water. Mr Hong threw various items into the water so Mr Cho could grab hold of something,
including buckets, fishing rods, and a small plastic pool they had with them to hold bait.
One of their other friends grabbed a life buoy which was located on the track down to the
beach to no avail. Mr Cho attempted to tread water and swim back towards the rocks.

81.

Several of the friends and other fisherman dialled ‘000’; and called for assistance. There
was some confusion regarding their exact location.

82.

Rescue helicopters searched the area in combination with Marine Rescue vessels but Mr
Cho’s body was not found.

83.

Mr Hong gave evidence at this Inquest that a life-jacket would definitely have helped in this
incident.

84.

Dzarko Mitrovic was camping nearby. He was an experienced rock fisherman, having
fished since he was 13 years old. Whilst he had a life-jacket at the time of this incident, he
did not always wear it when he was rock fishing because he had felt safe enough even
though he had had some close encounters of nearly being swept off rocks by waves. He says
that after this incident, he will wear a life-jacket if he returns to fishing.

85.

On 13 June 2014 Mr Cho’s remains were found by Dale Hurst, (a keen rock fisherman), in a
nearby location. I accept the police opinion that Mr Cho died as a result of drowning within
a short time of falling into the water.36

86.

Mr Hurst has provided a statement describing an incident in November 2011 when he was
rock fishing at Bondi and was washed into the water by a freak wave. He was wearing a
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manually inflatable life-jacket with a whistle attached. He describes feeling like he was
constantly getting pulled under the water for a minute and a half, then activating the lifejacket to inflate it. He said this pulled him up out of the whitewash where he could float and
breathe. He was then in the water for approximately 2 hours in the dark of night, before
being rescued by a police boat after police heard the sound of his whistle blasts. He believes
that the only reason he is still alive is because he was wearing a life-jacket.

Greg Walter Reardon

87.

Mr Reardon died between 2-3 January 2013 while he was rock fishing at the Yamba break
water at the northern end of Turners Beach. This is described as a wall constructed of rocks
to protect the harbour, and being commonly used by rock fishermen. He was 62 years old at
the time of his death and is survived by his wife.

88.

Unfortunately there are no witnesses.

89.

At 6.15am on 3 January 2014, another fisherman found Mr Reardon’s body floating in the
water near Turners Beach.

90.

Police officers identified Mr Reardon’s fishing gear, and reported that there was a fishing
rod with the reel end facing down towards the water, quite thick fishing line, and a lure
which was stuck in the rocks. Police believe that Mr Reardon attempted to cast a large lure
into the water and the lure was caught in the rocks. It is presumed that he slipped and fell
into a gutter of water that ran along the length of the break wall. The gutter has a very strong
current pulling a large volume of water out to sea and would have made swimming very
difficult.

91.

Mr Reardon was wearing jeans, sand shoes and work shirt.

92.

At autopsy it was determined that the cause of death was consistent with drowning.37

Huiqing Hua and Ding Ding Zhang

93.

Huiqing Hua and Ding Ding Zhang died on 25 April 2014 while they were rock fishing at
Wybung Heads at Wybung National Park in the Lake Munmorah State Conservation Area.

94.

Huiqing Hua was 24 years old at the time of his death and was studying at the University of
Western Sydney. He was on a student visa. He resided with his girlfriend, Shihu Zhu.

95.

Ding Ding Zhang was 20 years old at the time of his death and was also studying at the
University of Western Sydney.

96.

On 25 April 2014 at around 2pm, Mr Hua, Mr Zhang, and their friends Shihui Zhu, Yang
Yu, Sheng Zhong Liu, and Zepeng Lu arrived at Wybung Head. It was a beautiful day with
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hardly any waves and no wind. They began fishing about 2 ½ metres above water level on
flat rocks.
97.

At around sun set, Mr Hua caught a salmon and everyone became excited. As they
prepared to leave and started packing everything up, Ms Zhu (whose back was to the
ocean) was washed into the water by a large wave. Her foot became tangled in a fishing
line and she called for help.

98.

Mr Hua jumped into the water in an attempt to save her. He was able to swim out to her,
untangle her foot, and very calmly said, “Let’s go back, follow me.” Ms Zhu began to
swim back to shore but lost sight of Mr Hua. She floated to a location where the water was
not so rough.

99.

Mr Lui said that he heard Mr Hua call out for help three or four times, but after that he did
not hear him anymore.

100.

Mr Liu, Mr Zhang and Mr Lu used their clothes to make a rope. Mr Lu threw a life ring
into the water (they had bought the life ring on the way to Wybung Head). They all went
closer to the edge in an attempt to see and hear Mr Hua and Ms Zhu more clearly. Another
big wave came and they themselves were dragged into the water.

101.

Mr Lu was able to climb back out of the water, but Mr Zhang was not. He was not a strong
swimmer.

102.

Ms Zhu also managed to climb back out of the water onto the rocks. She describes trying to
get back onto the rocks but that big waves were crashing around her and would pull her
away from the rocks and she could not initially get out.

103.

Police and ambulance officers arrived shortly before 7pm. A search was commenced by
NSW Police (including Pol Air), the Volunteer Rescue Association, the State Emergency
Service, Rural Fire Brigade, National Parks and Wildlife Service and SLS NSW.

104.

Mr Hua’s body was found the next morning on 26 April 2014 at around 10:30am floating
about 200m east of Wybung Head. The body of Mr Zhang has never been recovered.

105.

The Westpac helicopter was called and Water police and police rescue were summonsed. A
joint abseiling and helicopter winch rescue lifted Ms Zhu off the rocks.

106.

An autopsy on Mr Hua determined the cause of death to be saltwater drowning.38

107.

I accept the opinion of the police that Mr Zhang drowned shortly after being swept into the
sea.39

108.

Mr Lu gave evidence at this inquest. He said that he had never seen any education about
the dangers of rock fishing and that he didn’t read carefully the rock fishing warning signs
at Wybung Head. He said that if he had a life-jacket on he could have jumped in to save his
friends and that it would have been best if everyone was wearing a life-jacket.
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Young Kim

109.

Young Kim died while he was rock fishing at North Curl Curl on 23 August 2014. He was
42 years old at the time of his death and is survived by his wife Kyung Kim. He was the
only one of the deceased to be wearing a life-jacket at the time of their death, however, he
had a significant head injury that may have caused unconsciousness before he drowned.

110.

At around 7:00am on 23 August 2014 Mr Kim and his wife were fishing on the North Curl
Curl headland. There were two other men, Maxime Tran and Jae Young Ko, also fishing.
Mr Tran said that the weather was good and the waves were not that high.

111.

At around 10:30am the swell got bigger suddenly. A wave approached and swept over the
area, washing the three men into a rock pool just behind them. Mr Kim had his back to the
water at this time, and appeared to be getting more bait out of his bucket. He was washed
backwards into a rock face directly behind. There was a large set of waves which made it
difficult to get out of the pool.

112.

Mr Tran found Mr Kim face down in the rock pool. Mr Ko noticed a large gash on Mr
Kim’s head and dragged him from the rock pool. Mrs Kim went to get help and Mr Tran
and Mr Ko began CPR.

113.

‘000’ was contacted and paramedics arrived and took over the CPR.

114.

Mr Kim was airlifted by NSW ambulance helicopter and was transferred to an ambulance
which transported him to Manly Hospital where life was pronounced extinct.

115.

Mr Kim had been wearing a PFD type 2 Bourke life-jacket, which was compliant with
Australian Standards and waterproof boots at the time of his death. On 26 August 2014,
Professor Johan Duflou conducted an autopsy on Mr Kim and determined the cause of
death to be drowning40. The autopsy also identified an 8cm laceration of the posterior
surface of the scalp with partial avulsion of scalp tissue. Other smaller abrasive type
injuries were noted on the body, consistent with contact with rocks. The appearance
suggested the deceased was stuck by a wave, causing him to strike his head against a rock.
This may have caused unconsciousness, the deceased then likely drowned.41 Dr Duflou
said that the injury may have caused severe head injury and he suspects that it is more
likely than not that the deceased was initially unconscious as a result of the inevitable blow
to the head.42

116.

Mr Tran gave evidence at this Inquest that he and his colleague, Mr Ko always wore lifejackets and that Mr Ko was able to carry Mr Kim out of the water because he was wearing
a life-jacket.

Jesse Howes
117.

Jesse Howes died on 1 February 2015 while he was rock fishing at Snapper Point, Frazer
Park in the Lake Munmorah State Conservation Area. He was 23 years old at the time of
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his death. He is survived by his de facto partner, son, his parents and his brother. He
enjoyed fishing off a boat, lake fishing and rock fishing. He was an experienced and keen
rock fisher.
118.

At around 6am on 1 February 2015 Mr Howes and two friends, Todd Hollard and Anthony
Griffin, went to Snapper Point to go rock fishing. There had been some swell warnings, but
Mr Griffin said that the swell did not seem so bad from the headland. Mr Hollard said it
was rough but seemed fine.

119.

They walked to the top of the rocks and sat there for twenty minutes or so watching the
waves.

120.

They then proceeded down to the rocks and stepped over a crevice Mr Griffin saw a wave
coming and called out but Mr Howes did not hear him. He said this was a freak set of
waves.

121.

Mr Howes and Mr Hollard climbed out to the edge of the rocks to a hole about six meters
in diameter and about 15 meters deep, in which water from the ocean churns quite
violently. A wave came through the opening of the hole and pushed Mr Howes causing
him to fall into the hole. Mr Griffin describes the wave breaking against the rock and white
wash covering his friends and then Mr Howes was gone. Mr Griffin heard Mr Howes call
out for help.

122.

His friends immediately threw an angel ring which was located on a stand nearby into the
crevice. Mr Griffin saw Mr Howes swim to it. Mr Howes stayed in the ring for about 3-4
minutes but it slipped away from him and was sucked up into the cave.

123.

Mr Hollard grabbed a second angel ring and threw it, and Mr Howes managed to stay with
it for a couple of minutes. After 10 minutes Mr Howes appeared to lose consciousness and
went out of sight. At the time the surf was extremely rough with swells in excess of 3
metres with larger waves crashing into the rock face and surrounding cliffs and beaches.

124.

‘000’ was called and NSW Police officers, the Westpac Helicopter, Pol Air, water patrols
by SLS NSW, Marine Area Command, Police Rescue and Police diver personnel all failed
to find Mr Howes.

125.

On 3 February 2015 his body was located in a crevice under the rock ledge and was
successfully recovered by police divers. An autopsy determined that the cause of death was
head injury and drowning.43

126.

SLS NSW statistics indicate that 15 rock fishing related deaths, including Mr Howes, have
occurred since 2008 on a 3 kilometre stretch between flat island and Wybung Head.44
Apparently since 1 February 2015 there have been further rescues at this location.45

127.

Mr Hollard gave evidence at this Inquest that he had been rock fishing on many occasions
prior to this event. He said that he had never seen any education about the risks of rock
fishing. He said that on this day they had checked and that there were no dangerous
weather warnings. He said they watched the waves for half an hour before they
commenced their fishing. He said that the wave that swept Mr Howes into the water was
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random and that the swell looked otherwise safe. He said that he has not been rock fishing
since this tragic event.

What more can be done?

128.

None of the nine deaths considered by this Inquest occurred on days with warnings for
dangerous weather conditions. Many of the fishermen were experienced rock fisherman.

129.

These facts are reflected in the research review into rock fishing in NSW conducted by
Transport and Road Safety, University of New South Wales in 2012. That report concluded
that in the 74 deaths in NSW between 1992 and 2000, the overwhelming majority of deaths
were of seasoned rock fishers and 94% of them entered the water after a large wave
engulfed the area they were standing.

130.

In the face of those statistics it is evident that experience, information and education play
only part of the role in preventing rock fishing deaths. The frequent causes of the deaths are
the combination of a larger unexpected wave sweeping the fisherman into the sea and then,
the fishermen not being able to stay afloat long enough for assistance to arrive.

131.

There is no doubt that rock fishing locations by their nature are isolated and away from
immediate assistance. It is also clear that tide, wave and weather conditions at an
apparently safe location for rock fishing can become dangerous. In those circumstances the
evidence informs us that the best precaution for a rock fisherman who is unexpectedly
swept into the sea is a life-jacket that will keep them buoyant until assistance arrives.

132.

The NSW Water Safety Advisory Council has recommended that the mandatory wearing of
life-jackets be considered by the NSW Government.

133.

Ms Vicki D’Adam, the Chief Executive Officer of the Ministry for Police and Emergency
Services states that the NSW Government is currently addressing options to increase the
wearing of life-jackets by rock fishers and is continuing discussions with stake holders to
ensure that any measures implemented are effective in reducing rock fishing drownings.
She has indicated that any recommendations made as a result of this Inquest will be
included in the material being considered by the NSW Government.46

134.

Ms D’Adam has indicated that the “options” currently being considered by the NSW
Government are: a major coordinated education campaign, voluntary wearing of lifejackets, mandatory wearing of life-jackets in high risk locations or high risk conditions,
wearing of life-jackets in certain situations, a trial of mandatory wearing of life-jackets for
a certain time period in a certain location, mandatory wearing of life-jackets.

135.

Commander Mark Hutchings, the Commander of the NSW Police Marine Area Command
(which has responsibility for all Marine Search and Rescue incidents in New South
Wales),47 and who is also the chair of the Safer Coastal Waters Sub-Committee, states that
despite concerted efforts on the part of volunteer organisations and government agencies to
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educate the public, the average number of rock fishing fatalities remains static.48 He is of
the view that education and awareness alone do not deliver a reduction in fatalities.49
136.

He gave evidence that he speaks on behalf of the NSW Police Force and he recommends
the introduction of mandatory wearing of life-jackets without any restriction as to location.
He says that “in a nutshell, rock fishing at any location is a high risk activity”.50

137.

Commander Hutchings says that a primary function of his command is to conduct reactive
and proactive compliance operations and these are conducted through intelligence led
police strategies including the identification of high risk locations and activities. He is
content that strategies can be developed and modified to achieve effective enforcement of
mandatory life-jackets and that the cost of compliance would be far exceeded by the cost of
current search and rescue operations.51 He supports the introduction being made with a
twelve month grace period where fines would not be applied.

138.

Mr Leahy, Chief Executive Officer, Westpac Life Saver Rescue Helicopter gave evidence
in this Inquest that every rock fisher wearing a life-jacket that they have attended has been
successfully rescued. He said that the rock fishermen swept into the sea wearing a lifejacket have floated away from the impact zone and he is not aware of any incident where a
life-jacket has made someone less safe. He gave evidence that patients not wearing lifejackets “go under” before the helicopter rescue can get to them. He said that life-jackets do
not impede on the rescue procedures in any way. He strongly supports the introduction of
legislation requiring the wearing of life-jackets by rock fishermen.

139.

This Inquest has heard instances of survival stories that support Mr Leahy’s evidence. By
way of example, on 18 October 2014 a 27 year old male slipped from the rocks into the
ocean at Winney Bay, NSW, whilst rock fishing. He was wearing a life-jacket at the time
and was successfully rescued. On 18 April 2015 a man was washed into the ocean by a
large wave whilst rock fishing at Birdie Beach, Budgewoi off the NSW Central Coast. He
was able to stay afloat for 20 minutes in a life-jacket and swam back to the rocks where he
climbed up to safety. On 27 May 2015 around 6.10 pm a man was swept off the rocks by a
large wave whilst rock fishing. He was wearing a life-jacket, rock fishing cleats, a head
light and high visibility clothing and was washed back onto the rocks, escaping with only a
cut to his leg.

140.

Commander Hutchings sets out information about three other survival stories where lifejackets were worn,52 including one at Fraser Beach where Jesse Howes died.

141.

Mr Patchett, Manager, Stakeholder and Community Engagement in the Maritime
Management Centre is a member of Standards Australia Committee on life-jackets and is a
member of the Safe Coastal Waters Sub-Committee. He stated that life-jackets are central
to the loss of life on the water. He gave extensive evidence about the appropriateness of
life-jackets for rock fishing use. He said that there is a distinction between life-jackets
approved for surf lifesaving competitions where other people are in the vicinity to aid
assistance and life-jackets appropriate in accidental immersions in isolated areas with
rough seas.
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142.

He stated that the life-jackets for rock fishermen need to be certified in accordance with the
Australian Standards or an equivalent standard and that jackets can be tested for
compliance with the Australian Standards. He confirmed that there could be a degree of
flexibility for the design of life-jackets for rock fisherman within the bounds of the
Australian Standards.

Conclusion

143.

The introduction of the wearing of mandatory life-jackets is supported by all of the
stakeholders involved in these deaths. This includes the land managers of the areas where
the deaths occurred, the rescue agencies involved, SLS NSW and many of the bereaved
families and friends or witnesses involved in the deaths. RFA and ANSA support the
introduction provided that the life-jackets are appropriate.

144.

As to the disadvantages, there is the inevitable loss of autonomy for rock fishers. There is
also the cost of the jacket and any fine that might be imposed as a result of not wearing it.

145.

It is clear from the evidence that these costs are far outweighed by the saving of lives and
the subsequent reduction of social and financial costs associated with the loss of lives in
rock fishing.

146.

There are, of course, precedents for similar mandatory measures, such as the mandatory
wearing of seat belts, bike helmets and life-jackets in certain boating situations. All of these
measures have had successful outcomes.

147.

Fishing in New South Wales is already regulated to the extent that a licence fee must be
paid for a permit to fish.

148.

It has been estimated that 1 million residents in NSW apply for a fishing licence each year.
Of these it has been estimated that 15-20% engages in rock fishing.53 Since the last two
Inquests the measures that have been put in place to protect the rock fishermen have not
seen any reduction in the annual rock fishing drowning rates. The average annual number
of rock fishing fatalities remains at 7-8.54

149.

In conclusion the weight of all of the evidence shows that it is desirable and in the interests
of public health and safety for the introduction of legislation requiring the mandatory use of
life-jackets by those engaged in rock fishing.

150.

It is also clear that the successful targeting of rock fishing fatalities and injuries must
involve the continuation and further development of the information, education and safety
device programs already in place.

151.

I extend my sympathies to the families and friends of these rock fishermen. I trust that the
lessons that have been learnt from the circumstances surrounding their deaths will assist in
preventing these tragedies recurring.
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FINDINGS
I find that Myassar Ayoub died on 18 July 2012 Cape Banks, La Perouse, NSW. I am satisfied the
cause of death was drowning after being swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Donald White died on 1 November 2012 off the North Curl Curl rock platform, NSW. I
am satisfied the cause of death was immersion in a person with coronary atherosclerosis and
cardiac amyloidosis. At the time of his death he was engaged in rock fishing, h ow he came to be
in the water was not witnessed and is therefore not known.
I find that Zheng Wang died on 11 November 2012 at Little Bay, Malabar, NSW. I am satisfied
the cause of death was drowning after being swept into the water while he was engaged in rock
fishing.
I find that Sung Su Cho died on 23 December 2013 at, Mermaid’s Inlet, Currarong, NSW. I am
satisfied the cause of death was drowning after falling 4-5 meters from a rock ledge into the sea
while he was engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Greg Walter Reardon died between 2-3 January 2014 at Turners Beach, Yamba, NSW. I
am satisfied the cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in rock fishing. How he came
to be in the water was not witnessed and is therefore not known.
I find that Huiqing Hua died on 25 April 2014 at Wybung Heads, Lake Munmorah State
Conservation Area, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in
attempting to save a friend who had been swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Ding Ding Zhang died on 25 April 2014 at Wybung Head, Lake Munmorah State
Conservation Area, NSW. I am satisfied the cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in
attempting to save a friend who have been swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Young Kim died on 23 August 2014 off the rock platform at North Curl Curl, NSW. I
am satisfied the cause of death was drowning while he was engaged in rock fishing.
I find that Jesse Howes died on 1 February 2015 at Snapper Point, Frazer Park, Lake Munmorah
State Conservation Area. I am satisfied that the cause of death was head injury and drowning after
being swept into the water while engaged in rock fishing
RECOMMENDATIONS:
To the Minister for Justice and Police
I recommend the introduction of legislation requiring the mandatory use of life-jackets by those
engaged in rock fishing including:
a)

A requirement that the life-jackets comply with the Australian Standards
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b)

The consideration of a twelve month grace period

c)

The legislation be introduced with a dedicated education campaign

d)

The consideration of accompanying the introduction of mandatory life-jackets with
initiatives to facilitate the wearing of appropriate life-jackets such as coupons or gift
vouchers for free or subsidised life-jackets or life-jacket borrowing schemes for those
engaged in rock fishing.

To the Minister for the NSW Department of Primary Industries
1. I recommend that consideration be given to schemes that might increase the uptake of the
wearing of life-jackets such as coupons or gift vouchers for free or subsidised life-jackets
or life-jacket borrowing schemes for those engaged in rock fishing.
2. I recommend that consideration be given to utilising the fishing fee collection process to
offer an “opt in” service that would provide alerts, education and other safety information
regarding rock fishing.

To the Chief Executive Officers of Shoalhaven City Council, Warringah Council, Randwick
City Council and National Parks and Wildlife Services
1. I recommend a review of the size and location of current signage relating to rock fishing
and to consider the erection of further appropriate signage at known rock fishing sites
warning of the hazards of rock fishing and promoting the wearing of life-jackets.
2. I recommend considering the use of shock signage, indicating the number of deaths or
serious injuries associated with rock fishing in a particular location, at identified locations
of particular danger for rock fishing.

C Forbes
Deputy State Coroner
June 2015
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